COVID-19 and lung function: a comprehensive review of long-term implications and therapeutic interventions
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ABSTRACT:

Background: As the scientific community grapples with the increasing symptomatology stemming from COVID-19, it is becoming increasingly evident that this systemic disease extends beyond its acute respiratory manifestations. While the world was still grappling with the immediate consequences of the pandemic, such as pneumonia, pulmonary thromboembolism, and heightened cardiovascular risk, a series of questions arose concerning the long-term sequelae. The mechanisms and implications of these sequelae remain elusive. Objective: This review explores the impact of COVID-19 on lung function and underscores the significance of thorough assessment and treatment for post-COVID-19 patients, often referred to as Post-Acute Sequelae of COVID-19 (PACS). COVID-19, caused by SARS-CoV-2, exerts its primary effects on the respiratory system and can lead to chronic complications affecting various organ systems. Methods: We carried out searches in three main databases and gray literature, in English, without date restrictions. Results: Lung function assumes a pivotal role, as a substantial number of patients report persistent dyspnea and other respiratory symptoms even after recovery from the acute infection. These lingering symptoms significantly impair patients’ quality of life and functional capacity. This study underscores the necessity of precise assessments of lung function, encompassing pulmonary function tests and computed tomography scans, to identify abnormalities and guide treatment strategies. Moreover, we emphasize the vital role of therapeutic interventions and multidisciplinary rehabilitation programs aimed at enhancing the quality of life for PACS patients. Final Considerations: While there exist recommendations for post-COVID-19 rehabilitation, further research is imperative to validate the effectiveness of these interventions and establish a robust evidence base. In summary, this review underscores the enduring impact of COVID-19 on lung function and underscores the importance of individualized care and ongoing research efforts to cater to the needs of post-COVID-19 patients.
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BACKGROUND

The COVID-19 pandemic marked a historic event with profound impacts on global public health, society at large, and the global economy¹. Since the initial diagnosis of the first COVID-19 cases, the SARS-CoV-2 virus, responsible for COVID-19, prompted immediate public health responses in numerous countries. These responses initially emphasized non-pharmaceutical interventions as pivotal measures to curtail the transmission of the virus², ³. As the pandemic rapidly disseminated worldwide, the scientific and medical community shifted its focus beyond the immediate management of the disease to a deeper exploration of its enduring consequences². While initial efforts predominantly centered on prevention and the development of vaccines against
COVID-19, the challenges and post-recovery sequelae remain insufficiently elucidated, representing a critical facet of pandemic management\(^3\).

As the scientific community grapples with the escalating symptomatology induced by COVID-19, it is increasingly apparent that this systemic ailment transcends its acute respiratory manifestations\(^4\). While the world was still grappling with the immediate repercussions of the pandemic, including pneumonia, pulmonary thromboembolism, and an elevated risk of cardiovascular events, a slew of questions emerged concerning the protracted sequelae, the underlying mechanisms, and their clinical implications, all of which remain shrouded in uncertainty\(^4,5\). Upon a comprehensive investigation of the COVID-19 landscape, it becomes evident that it is imperative not only to analyze the virus's initial transmission dynamics and the implemented public health measures but also to gain insights into the enduring effects on various organ systems such as the heart, lungs, muscles, and others\(^6-8\). This comprehension is pivotal for public health, clinical practice, and ongoing research efforts, as it challenges us to holistically grasp and address the sustained repercussions of this pandemic on population health\(^9\).

The significance of lung function in the context of post-COVID-19 symptoms, particularly persistent dyspnea, assumes paramount importance in comprehending and addressing the challenges faced by survivors of the disease\(^9\). Recent studies indicate that a substantial proportion of individuals who recuperate from COVID-19 continue to report chronic dyspnea and other respiratory symptoms even several months after their initial infection\(^10,11\). Lung function is pivotal in this scenario, as it directly influences a patient's capacity to perform daily activities and, consequently, their overall quality of life\(^12\). Dyspnea, in particular, is a multifaceted symptom that can initiate a cycle of reduced activity and functional impairment, culminating in an inability to carry out fundamental daily tasks\(^13\). Therefore, discerning the disparities in lung function between patients with persistent dyspnea and those without is crucial for unraveling the mechanisms underpinning this symptom and for devising effective management strategies aimed at enhancing the quality of life for COVID-19 survivors\(^13\).

Furthermore, it is indispensable to acknowledge the fundamental role of lung function in enhancing the overall quality of life for individuals in the process of recovering from COVID-19. Effective respiratory function is essential for the execution of routine activities and even engaging in physical exercise\(^12\). Consequently, preserving and optimizing lung function is of paramount importance to enable patients to maintain an active and independent lifestyle following their recovery from the disease\(^13\). This care not only facilitates physical recuperation but also substantially contributes to psychological well-being, as the ability to perform everyday activities is intricately linked to self-esteem and a sense of normalcy\(^14\). In summary, the assessment and monitoring of lung function occupy a central position in the comprehensive management of post-COVID-19 patients, with the overarching goal of not only alleviating persistent symptoms such as dyspnea but also enhancing their overall quality of life and functional capabilities\(^14\).

This article aims to comprehensively review the key alterations in lung function associated with COVID-19, spanning from acute changes during the infection to the long-term respiratory complications following recovery. The article seeks to contribute
to a profound understanding of the respiratory challenges inherent to the disease and advance clinical approaches in this regard.

Pathophysiology of SARS-CoV-2 Infection

COVID-19, caused by SARS-CoV-2, is a viral disease characterized by a unique pathophysiology (15). SARS-CoV-2 belongs to the coronavirus family, a group of single-stranded RNA viruses known to cause diseases in both humans and animals (13). Moreover, the clinical symptoms of COVID-19 bear similarities to those of other viral respiratory diseases, such as Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS) and Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS), which were also attributed to coronaviruses (16,17).

The process of SARS-CoV-2 infection initiates with the invasion of respiratory tract cells, including nasal and bronchial epithelial cells and pneumocytes. This invasion is facilitated by the viral spike (S) protein, which binds to the angiotensin converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor on the surface of host cells (18). This mechanism of viral entry elicits an inflammatory response that involves both the innate and adaptive immune systems. Consequently, T cells and lymphocytes may undergo cell death, resulting in lymphopenia in some patients (18). Additionally, infection can compromise the barrier function of pulmonary alveoli, leading to thickening of alveolar walls and the development of a pulmonary angioedema syndrome dependent on bradykinin (19). Furthermore, COVID-19 is associated with disorders related to blood clotting and the formation of microthrombi, increasing the risk of thrombotic complications (20,21).

These pathological characteristics encompass lung barrier impairment, widespread inflammation, and coagulation abnormalities, collectively contributing to the emergence of severe and potentially fatal symptoms in COVID-19 patients. These symptoms may include Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome (ARDS), disseminated intravascular coagulation (DIC), and multiple organ dysfunction (22,23). It is crucial to underscore that comprehending the intricate and diverse mechanisms underpinning COVID-19 plays a pivotal role in the development of effective strategies for treating and managing this disease.

Impact of COVID-19 on Lung and Respiratory Function

COVID-19, stemming from the SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus, exerts profound effects on the lung and respiratory function of afflicted individuals. Following initial infection within the upper respiratory tract, the virus continues its replication within the lower airways and alveolar epithelial cells, setting off a hyperinflammatory immune response that culminates in tissue damage and vascular permeability (24,25). This cascade of events can result in persistent lung injury, a phenomenon observed in a substantial proportion of patients even months after the acute phase of COVID-19 (26,27).

The chronic lung injuries associated with COVID-19 share similarities with the mechanisms underlying pulmonary fibrosis. These entail an adaptive immune response influenced by Transforming growth factor-β (TGF-β), the activation of fibroblast cells, the demise of alveolar epithelial cells, and structural alterations in the basal lamina. These processes can lead to lung tissue stiffening and alveolar collapse (28,29).
Furthermore, prior investigations into infections caused by other coronaviruses, such as SARS and MERS, along with the swine-like Influenza A virus (H1N1), have also uncovered links to lung restriction, diminished oxygen diffusion capacity, and pathological changes discernible through chest computed tomography (CT scans)[30,31].

Recent research has underscored the significant impact of COVID-19 on lung and respiratory function. A substantial number of survivors of the disease report enduring symptoms, including persistent dyspnea, manifesting approximately 2 to 3 months post-initial infection[32,33]. Dyspnea, characterized by the sensation of breathlessness, is a multifaceted symptom that not only compromises the quality of life but also serves as an independent marker of morbidity and mortality in the general population[34]. It is noteworthy that some symptoms, such as dyspnea and fatigue, seem to persist for several months after recovery in approximately 50% of cases[34,35]. The persistence of dyspnea can trigger a debilitating cycle wherein patients eschew physical activities due to discomfort, leading to deconditioning and a subsequent decline in functional capacity. Ultimately, this can culminate in an inability to perform even basic daily tasks[37].

Furthermore, it is crucial to acknowledge the significant role played by racial and ethnic disparities in this context. Studies have illuminated racial biases and ethnic disparities in COVID-19 infections and hospitalizations, with Hispanic populations shouldering a disproportionate burden of the disease[38]. This may be attributed, at least in part, to higher rates of comorbidities such as diabetes and obesity, which independently correlate with the severity of COVID-19[39].

Long-term Respiratory Complications

The term "long COVID" made its debut in May 2020 to describe the persistence of diverse symptoms in certain individuals following the acute phase of COVID-19 infection[40]. Initially, a clear definition for this condition was lacking. However, in December 2020, the National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) introduced a distinction between "ongoing symptomatic COVID-19" (referring to symptoms occurring between 4 and 12 weeks post-acute COVID-19) and "post-COVID syndrome -19" (referring to symptoms manifesting 12 weeks after the onset of the disease)[41]. In alignment with this classification, the World Health Organization (WHO) outlined "Post-Condition COVID-19" in October 2021, characterized by symptoms persisting for a minimum of 2 months after SARS-CoV-2 infection, occurring 3 months post the onset of the acute illness, and lacking an explanation through alternative diagnoses[42]. The term "long COVID" serves as an umbrella concept encompassing this wide array of symptoms persisting after the recovery from COVID-19.

"Long COVID," also recognized as "post-acute sequelae of COVID-19," represents a multisystemic condition marked by the enduring presence of severe symptoms subsequent to SARS-CoV-2 infection. These symptoms traverse multiple bodily systems, encompassing the cardiovascular, metabolic, neurological, and autonomic domains. They also encompass conditions such as Myalgic Encephalomyelitis/Chronic Fatigue Syndrome (ME/CFS) and dysautonomia, exemplified by disorders like postural orthostatic tachycardia syndrome (POTS)[43-46].
The treatment of long COVID presents challenges due to its multifaceted nature. Hypotheses concerning its pathogenesis span virus persistence within tissues, immune system dysregulation, reactivation of latent pathogens, and other contributing factors. Consequently, continued research is imperative to attain a deeper comprehension of long COVID and facilitate the development of efficacious treatments\cite{47}.

**Assessment of Lung Function in Patients with COVID-19**

The evaluation of lung function in post-COVID-19 patients assumes a pivotal role in the detection and ongoing monitoring of the respiratory and functional consequences stemming from the disease. As elucidated in medical literature\cite{48-50}, COVID-19 can give rise to a spectrum of pulmonary complications, encompassing widespread destruction of the alveolar epithelium, the formation of hyaline membranes, capillary damage, proliferation of fibrous tissue within alveolar septa, and the consolidation of lung tissue. These pathophysiological events can culminate in pulmonary fibrosis and/or chronic pulmonary hypertension.

To gain an objective understanding of the repercussions of COVID-19 infection on the respiratory system, it is imperative to conduct comprehensive respiratory function assessments\cite{51}. Pulmonary function tests (PFTs), inclusive of spirometry, diffusing capacity measurement, and lung volume quantification, frequently serve as valuable tools for the identification of deviations from normal lung function\cite{52}. Furthermore, the assessment of respiratory muscle function and airway resistance can complement these tests, affording a more holistic perspective of lung characteristics\cite{52}.

Chest CT also assumes a critical role in the evaluation of pulmonary complications, and clinical guidelines stipulate that individuals with severe COVID-19 pneumonia should undergo complete pulmonary function tests (PFTs) approximately 12 weeks following their discharge\cite{53}. The identification of anomalies in both lung function and CT scans may indicate the necessity for referral to specialists in interstitial lung diseases\cite{53}.

Preliminary investigations suggest that post-COVID-19 patients may manifest restrictive or obstructive patterns as well as impaired diffusion capacity\cite{54}. Moreover, there are reports of these abnormalities persisting for months or even years following hospital discharge\cite{54}. Consequently, the ongoing assessment of lung function is indispensable for early diagnosis and the adequate monitoring of these patients.

In summation, the assessment of lung function assumes a critical role in the identification and monitoring of respiratory and functional sequelae in post-COVID-19 patients. It is through these assessments that we can enhance our comprehension of the disease's impact on the lungs and provide the requisite treatment and support to facilitate the proper recovery of patients.

**Therapeutic and Rehabilitation Approaches**

Recent studies underscore the significance of therapeutic interventions and treatments designed for patients grappling with the lingering effects of COVID-19, known as PACS (Post-Acute Sequelae of COVID-19)\cite{55,56}. A substantial portion of individuals who have recovered from acute SARS-CoV-2 infections may develop PACS, a multifaceted and heterogeneous health condition\cite{55}. 

Given the scale of this health issue and the increasing population of COVID-19 survivors worldwide, it is imperative to channel our efforts towards comprehending and addressing the needs of these patients.

Therapeutic interventions and rehabilitation programs play a pivotal role in enhancing the quality of life for individuals with PACS\textsuperscript{57}. These multidisciplinary programs encompass precise assessments of physical and cognitive impairments, pain management, fatigue mitigation, enhancement of respiratory function, monitoring of exercise capacity, and tailored recommendations for reintegrating into daily activities\textsuperscript{58-61}. Effective coordination among healthcare professionals, including physiotherapists, occupational therapists, neuropsychologists, and other specialists, is indispensable to address the diverse clinical manifestations of PACS\textsuperscript{57}.

Furthermore, therapeutic interventions aim to provide relief and rehabilitation across various domains, encompassing respiratory, physical, and cognitive functions. It is imperative to emphasize the need for clear and standardized guidelines for the clinical management of these patients, highlighting the pivotal role of rehabilitation and the provision of personalized care to cater to individual needs\textsuperscript{62}.

Despite the existence of recommendations for post-COVID-19 rehabilitation, the effectiveness of these interventions remains unconfirmed through clinical studies. Consequently, future research must persist in evaluating the efficacy of these rehabilitation programs to furnish robust evidence supporting their widespread adoption. Enhancing the quality of life and functional capabilities of post-COVID-19 patients stands as a paramount objective, with therapeutic interventions serving as a crucial component in this endeavor.

**FINAL CONSIDERATIONS**

The COVID-19 pandemic has reverberated throughout global health, underscoring the paramount importance of lung function. COVID-19 has not merely affected patients during the acute infection but has also left enduring respiratory sequelae in a substantial number of survivors, including chronic dyspnea and functional limitations. The assessment of lung function has emerged as a pivotal tool for the detection and ongoing monitoring of these sequelae, thereby instigating the necessity for rehabilitation programs and tailored therapeutic approaches. Nevertheless, future research must persist in delving into the underlying causes of pulmonary sequelae and in crafting effective treatment strategies. These efforts are aimed at enhancing the quality of life for post-COVID-19 patients and mitigating the long-term consequences of this unprecedented pandemic.
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